Immunological Reactions in Atopic Dermatitis and Possible Improvement of Probiotics
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Abstract

Allergic diseases are common hyper-immune disorders. Atopic dermatitis (AD) has a higher prevalence in industrialized countries. It has been suggested that association between genetic factors, environmental factors and gut microbiota would be major triggering factors for the development of atopic dermatitis. Hygiene hypothesis by a lack of early childhood exposure to diverse microorganism increases susceptibility to atopic dermatitis and other allergic diseases. Recent studies have demonstrated the complex interrelationship between skin barrier, genetic, environmental, pharmacologic, psychological and immunologic factors that contribute to the development and severity of AD. The current review will examine the immunological mechanism that contributes to AD as well as immunologic triggers involved in the pathogenesis.
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Introduction

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is an inflammatory skin disease with early onset. The prevalence of AD is approximately 20%. Dermatitis and eczema are often used synonymously although the term eczema is sometimes reserved for acute manifestations [1].

Pathophysiology

Two hypotheses have been proposed to explain the inflammatory lesions in AD: immunological hypothesis and the skin barrier hypothesis. The theory of immunological imbalance argues that AD result from an imbalance of T helper cells types 1,2,17,22 and also regulatory T cells [2,3]. In AD the Th2 differentiation of naive CD4 T cells predominate, thus causing an increased production of interleukins, primarily IL-4, IL-5, IL-13 which then leads to an increased level of IgE and Th1 differentiation is inhibited. The theory of skin barrier sustains that mutations in the filaggrin gene increase the risk of developing AD. The filaggrin gene encodes structural proteins in the stratum corneum and stratum granulosum that helps bind the keratinocytes together. With gene defects less filaggrin is produced leading to skin barrier dysfunction [2,4].

The role of cytokines in AD skin lesion

Th2 and Th1 cytokines contribute to the pathogenesis of skin inflammation in AD. Acute T-cell infiltration in AD is associated with a predominance of IL-4 IL-13 expression. Chronic inflammation is associated with increased IL-5, GM CSF, IL-12 and IFNγ accompanied by the infiltration of eosinophils and macrophages. IL12 in chronic AD skin lesions is very important because that cytokine play a key role in Th1 cell development and its expression in eosinophil or macrophages is thought to initiate the switch to Th1 cell development in chronic AD. The activity of cytokines depends on the expression of their receptor. In acute AD lesions it was found a significant higher number of cells expression of IL-4R-α mRNA compared with chronic AD which contained significantly more cells expressing the IL-5R-α and GM-CSFR-α. This biphasic pattern of T-cell activation has also been demonstrated in studies of allergen patch testing [4,5].

Chemoattractant factors

Studies have demonstrated that IL16, a chemoattractant for CD4 T cells, is more highly expressed in acute than in chronic AD skin lesions. Another chemoattractant factors like such as C-C chemokines, RANTES and eotaxin have also been found to be increased in AD and contribute to the chemotaxis of eosinophils and Th2 lymphocytes into the skin. Chronic AD is linked to the prolonged survival of eosinophil and monocyte-macrophage in atopic skin [1,3].

From acute to chronic atopic dermatitis

The rise in IL-5 expression during the transition from acute to chronic AD plays a role in the prolongation of eosinophil survival in chronic AD. For survival and function of monocytes GM-CSF play an important role. IL-4 also supports the maturation of monocytes into dendritic cells. Epidermal Keratinocytes when stimulate simultaneously with IFNγ and TNFα were found to produce increased level of RANTES which enhanced the chemotaxis of eosinophils. This is one mechanism by which the rise in IFNγ during chronic AD enhances the chronicity and severity of AD. Mechanical trauma can induce the release of TNFα and other pro-inflammatory cytokines from epidermal keratinocytes. However chronic AD is frequently associated with colonization by super antigens producing Staphylococcus aureus [3,6,7].

Role of probiotics in atopic dermatitis

Atopic manifestations have been described throughout history since ancient China. Roman Emperor Octavianus Augustus was...
The first person to which was described atopic manifestations. The production mechanism of atopy remained a mystery to the nowadays.

Hipocrates has been quoted as saying "death sits in the bowels" and "bad digestion is the root of all evil" showing that the importance of the intestines in human health has been long recognized.

The gut microbiota may also be involved in the etiology of atopic dermatitis. The atopic diseases are chronic inflammatory disorders caused by aberrant T helper 2 (Th2) immune responses against common innocuous environmental antigens in susceptible individuals. The importance of a delicate balance between allergen – specific T-reg cells and allergen-specific Th2 cells in healthy and allergic immune responses to common environmental allergens was demonstrated in study of Atkis et al. [8,9].

Probiotics could stimulate the immune system by modulating the composition or activity of the intestinal microbiota. Some probiotics generate IL 10, Tr1, CD4 other producing IL1β, IL12, TNFα. Lactobacillus reuteri induces the production of IL12 and YNFα while Lactobacillus casei inhibits the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines by producing anti-inflammatory cytokines IL10. It is crucial to use specific probiotics or their mixture to target specific immune disorders. IRT5 probiotics, a mixture of 5 probiotics, could suppress diverse immune disorders through the generation of CD4 and administration of IRT5 probiotics suppressed ongoing experimental AD. It is very important to identify potent probiotics that could induce the production of immune-modulatory cytokines such as IL10 and TGFβ or enhancing Th1 response to improve the symptoms of allergic disease [8,10,11]. Perturbation in the intestinal microbiota may disrupt mechanism involved in the development of immunologic tolerance. The microbiota hypothesis in atopic diseases is promising. The 17 observational studies conducted indicate an association between the gut microbiota composition and atopic sensitization or symptoms. Probiotics confer a health benefit on the host. Recent studies showed that probiotics can also exert beneficial effects by directly modulating immune system. The treatment with certain probiotics may prevent and improve symptoms of experimental atopic dermatitis, inflammatory bowel disease and asthma by down regulating inflammatory cytokines inducing immune regulatory mechanism [9,11].

The Bifidobacteria from atopic infants induces high levels of pro-inflammatory cytokine in vitro while the Bifidobacteria from non atopic infants induces more secretion of anti-inflammatory cytokines. Environmental factors in addiction to hygiene hypothesis and intestinal microflora contribute to allergic disease by substantially affecting the mucosal immunity [11].

Many randomized controlled trials have investigated the effect of probiotics on the prevention of AD. Probiotics were given to infants with a high risk of developing allergy, starting immediately after birth. Mothers also received probiotics during the last week of pregnancy. The trial has reported a 50% reduction in the incidence of AD in the probiotics group compared to placebo group at the age of 2 years [12].
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